ART: drawing/sketching. Investigating different pencils and
lines/ Shading and cross hatching. Sketching different sports
positions– using stick men.
DT: Making healthy sandwiches. Looking at hygiene,
food preparation and following recipes.

MUSIC:

Y3 - K2M- weekly violin lessons.
Y3/4 - repeated patterns– creating their own symbols.
MFL: Shopping for food, Asking and saying how
much something is, Activities at a party, Opinions
for food and activities.

RE:
Explore the meaning of stories and sacred writings from different religions and holy books.
CHARACTER EDUCATION
 Me & other people (mutual respect)
 Appreciate the range of national,
regional, religious and ethnic
identities in the UK
 Happy & Healthy me (mutual resect, individual liberty)
Y3: Healthy Lifestyle
Y4: Bacteria and viruses, what substances can affect our health including smoking

of the Olympics– when and where they started and the difference
between then and now. The story of Marathon.
GEOGRAPHY: Mapping of Greece and other countries where the Olympics has
taken place previously. Look in detail at World Cup countries.
Geographical features of the countries and landmarks.

SCIENCE:
Human Nutrition—focussing on digestive system, teeth and tooth decay.
Dangers to Living Things—food chains and environmental changes.

YEAR 3/4
SUMMER 2017-18
Fitness Academy

PE:
Outdoor
Striking and fielding skills and
athletics.
Indoor
Dance and aerobics

HISTORY: Ancient Greek culture and lifestyle. Looking at the history

ENTRY POINT
 Opening ceremony for ‘Fitness Academy’

- Each child to be a given a sport to present to
the class as part of opening ceremony
 Introduce mile a day

VISITS/EVENTS



Focus on the World Cup
Visits from local sporting organisations to
lead activities and inspire

CHALLENGE
Create a presentation on a sport to present
to the rest of their class

ENGLISH:
Y3




Y4






Greek myths
Diary entries
Oral debate
Information texts/pamphlets on sporting
events
Issues and Dilemmas
Performance poetry/Structure of poems
Persuasion through posters and adverts
Recounts
News reports on sporting events

MATHS:

Measuring - weighing ingredients (DT) , time and
distance (PE)

Coordinates - digestive system (science)

Word problems linked to the Sporting events

COMPUTING:
Y3: Pivot Stickman Animator—Animation
Y4: Mad about Ad’s project— Linked to sport
adverts.
Creating their own logo, slogan, advertising poster and
radio advert.

